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  Companion Clips Attachment for Egg and Molar Magician
       $7.99
  
  


          

          

          
            




   Color Cars and Trucks
Pink Herringbone
All-Stars
Black and White
Camouflage
Red Plaid
Green Plaid


  Color





  Cars and Trucks
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  Pink Herringbone
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  All-Stars
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  Black and White
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  Camouflage
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  Red Plaid
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  Green Plaid
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          Add to Cart  

 
    
    
   
    
    


 Ships same day when ordered by 1pm EST


90 Day Money-Back Guarantee
 




  



  
  



 	Lab Tested, Certified Safe
	Over 500,000 Sold Worldwide
	FDA Approved Food-Grade Material
	Dishwasher Safe, Non Porous
	NO BPA, BPS, Latex, Lead, Phthalate or Metals
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  How was your overall experience?  
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Thank you for submitting a review!
Your input is very much appreciated. Share it with your friends so they can enjoy it too!
FacebookTwitter
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		02/04/2019
          
		Sandy C.           
		United States
          
		
      
	
      
	          
		
          
		                
			               
			Great product
              
			I bought for grand baby & other babies in our family. So far, they all love the eggs. :-)

            
		
              
			                  
				              
			
              
			Companion Clips Attachment for Egg and Molar Magician
              
			
              
			                  
				
                  
				Was this helpful?  2    0
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		08/26/2018
          
		Jackie M.           
		United States
          
		
      
	
      
	          
		
          
		                
			               
			The Egg Is Delicious!
              
			The teething egg is a bit with our 7 month old great granddaughter!!!
She loves it and so do we! Highly recommend it as a baby shower gift!
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		06/13/2018
          
		Tracy N.           
		United States
          
		
      
	
      
	          
		
          
		                
			               
			WOnderful teether for my little girl
              
			My little girl is 4 months old and she's been struggling with teething for a little while. She can hold onto this so easily, or I can hold it for her. She goes to town on it!! I like it because it's the perfect shape for her hands and she doesn't have to position it just right like she does with some of her other teethers. Any which way she picks it up she can gnaw on it and get relief!
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		01/18/2021
          
		Dannielle C.           
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			It's ok
              
			It's very hard to unclip. But that's also a good thing because my son cannot unclip it. Also my son doesn't like the molar egg I bought for him so the whole set is currently wasted money. Hopefully in the future he will enjoy them and I'll get my money's worth.
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		Mary K.           
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			Exceptional Customer Service
              
			My overall experience was pleasant with this company.
I seen a video advertisement for this product on Facebook and after trying all sorts of other teething toys for my young son, I decided to give the teething egg a try. 
Unfortunately, due to COVID-19 my first order was lost in shipping and when I contacted the seller about my frustrations and experience of a lost package, they were kind enough to offer me a refund or to re-ship my order,
I of course went with the order replacement option as I was extremely interested in trying this product to help soothe my baby.
Once my replacement packaged arrived, I was it disappointed at all, the packaging was nice for each of the items I have ordered. My little one loves playing with both landyards and the grip stick helps him bring the egg to his mouth.magician
I am already willing to purchase the magician for When his molars come in.

My only complaint is that when I shared video or photos with friends/family I had a few comments that it looks a bit inappropriate for a baby to be playing with, that it looks like “an adult pleasure toy” but I don’t let that stop me from still using it as I know different (I just don’t share photos or videos anymore).
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            Accessorize your Teether!
 
  Our patterned Companion Clips are exactly what you need to complete your little one's outfit while keeping their Teething Egg and Molar Magician clean & close-by!
Made of thick, high quality ribbon, the lanyard is washable and durable.  Our stainless steel clasp is strong enough to stay put after a good tug by your little one, but gentle enough not to damage clothing.
The loop attachment is easy to use and compatible with all pacifiers,Teething Eggs and the Molar Magician
**Please note: 
All Teething Eggs and Molar Magicians are pre-packaged with the same high quality Gray Chevron Companion Clip free of charge.
Patterned Companion Clips are able to be purchased in addition but cannot be substituted for the Gray Chevron already included.
Order risk-free today! All online purchases are backed by our 90 Day Money Back Guarantee
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      Companion Clips Attachment for Egg and Molar Magician -  $7.99
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  Cars and Trucks
Pink Herringbone
All-Stars
Black and White
Camouflage
Red Plaid
Green Plaid
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